Abstract: This paper examines the recent High Court decision in LibertyWorks. We argue that this decision fails to properly apply the implied freedom in primarily four ways. First, the majority judgments do not properly grapple with complexities of legislative purpose: the Foreign Influence Transparency Scheme Act 2018 (Cth) (FITS) targets foreign influence rather than just covert and corrupt foreign interference. The judgements blur this important distinction throughout, obscuring this crucial issue of legislative purpose. We suggest two possible interpretations of legislative purpose: if the true legislative purpose of the FITS is increasing transparency to prevent foreign influence, this purpose is illegitimate and incompatible with Australia’s representative government, so the FITS should fail on this basis. Alternatively, if the true purpose is increasing transparency to prevent foreign interference, the legitimate purpose is not served by the scheme, because it is ineffective in achieving its aim. The second issue is that the majority do not properly assess the legislative breadth of the FITS, including the wide range of actors to which the obligations to register relate. This, we suggest, imposes a broad and arguably unbalanced burden on free debate. Third, the majority do not pay sufficient regard to the different tiers of registration, which create public but also private (and therefore unjustified) catalogues of information. Finally, Steward J’s constitutionally conservative (yet paradoxically activist) claim that the implied freedom may not exist appears to invite a future constitutional challenge to the implied freedom. We argue His Honour may be right, but not for reasons he elucidates: the implied freedom was essentially non-existent in this case, because it was not robustly applied by the High Court.

Introduction

The 2021 LibertyWorks decision1 is the latest High Court judgment to examine the implied freedom of political communication. The question was whether the registration scheme in the Foreign Influence Transparency Scheme Act 2018 (Cth) (FITS Act) impermissibly burdens the implied freedom of political communication (implied freedom). Like the analogous

legislative scheme in the United States – The Foreign Agents Registration Act (FARA) – the FITS Act’s aim was to address growing concerns about foreign interference in Australian political affairs, without curtailing productive foreign influence.\(^2\) It requires those who undertake various activities on behalf of foreign governments or principals to register details about themselves with the aim of improving transparency. In a 5:2 judgment, the court upheld the FITS Act provisions as valid, finding that the burden imposed on the implied freedom is justified by, and proportionate to, the policy objectives of the legislation.

We argue this judgment failed to properly apply the implied freedom, in primarily four ways. First, the majority judgments do not properly grapple with the legislative purpose of the Act, which targets foreign influence rather than just covert and corrupt foreign interference. The judgments note the important difference between the two terms: foreign interference is understood as the use of ‘covert, deceptive, corrupting or threatening means to damage or destabilise the government or political processes of a country’.\(^3\) This is different to foreign influence, which involves benign and open international engagement and persuasion: only influence which is covert, deceptive or corrupting should constitute interference.\(^4\) However, the Court’s assessment of legislative purpose fails to fulsomely grapple with the fact that the Act’s title and legislative content casts a much wider net, regulating and potentially deterring much ‘softer’ foreign influence. One possibility is that the actual legislative purpose is to prevent foreign influence, which in our view is not legitimate and arguably incompatible with representative government. On these grounds, the scheme should fail. Alternatively, if the legislative purpose is better construed as addressing only foreign interference, then it is ineffective in achieving this aim. The legislation is disproportionate and should be invalidated on this basis.

Second and relatedly, the breadth of the Act is under analysed by the majority. The wide range of actors to which the obligations to register relate impose a broad and arguably unbalanced burden on free debate. Similar concerns have been raised in relation to the

\(^2\) Commonwealth, Parliamentary Debates, House of Representatives, 7 December 2017, 13146 (Malcolm Turnbull, Prime Minister).
\(^4\) LibertyWorks, 3 [9].

analogous FARA in the United States.\textsuperscript{5} While the Australian government claimed at the time of enactment that its version was an improvement on FARA,\textsuperscript{6} an assessment of the Australian public register suggests that the problem of unwarranted breadth remains. Third, the majority do not pay sufficient regard to the different tiers of registration articulated under the scheme, which create public but also private (and therefore unjustified) catalogues of information, presumably for use by government. This runs counter to the narrowly stated objective of the FITS Act as promoting transparency or ‘sunlight’ with respect to foreign interference.\textsuperscript{7} The private registration requirements in our view impose an unjustified burden on free political communication.

Finally, Steward J’s constitutionally conservative (yet paradoxically activist) claim that the implied freedom may not exist and is not supported by the text and structure of the Constitution, appears to invite a future constitutional challenge to the implied freedom, calling into question over three decades of established precedent and more recent analysis confirming the existence of the implied freedom in cases like \textit{Brown}, but also \textit{Banerji}. His Honour’s provocation exemplifies the shaky footing of the implied freedom, the existence of which may indeed rely on changeable judicial attitudes to, and interpretations of, the Constitution. However, for these plaintiffs at least, His Honour is right: the implied freedom was largely illusory in this case, because it was not robustly applied by the High Court.

In part one, we explain the facts of the case and the relevant features of the FITS Act. In part two we examine the majority and dissenting judgments, drawing attention to the Court’s analysis of the difference between foreign influence and interference; the private and public registers; the broadness of the burden on the implied freedom; and Stewart J’s provocation in relation to the existence of the implied freedom.

In part three, we highlight some critiques and observations arising out of the judgments.

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{7} FITS Act, s 3. See Turnbull’s second reading speech, which defended the \textit{Counter Foreign Interference Strategy} on the basis of ‘four pillars: sunlight, enforcement, deterrence and capability. Of these, sunlight is at the very centre.’ \textit{Commonwealth, Parliamentary Debates}, House of Representatives, 7 December 2017, 13146 (Malcolm Turnbull, Prime Minister).
\end{flushleft}
First, we critique the Court’s failure to fulsomely grapple with the complexities arising in analysis of legislative purpose. There was no analysis of the ostensible mismatch between the Act’s politically-stated objective which was to target foreign interference, and its execution which regulates and arguably criminalises foreign influence. We apply ordinary principles of statutory interpretation and draw on parliamentary debates and other framing materials to elucidate two possible interpretations. First, if the true purpose of FITS is to prevent foreign influence, this purpose is arguably not legitimate or compatible with Australia representative government, so the scheme should fail. Second, if the true purpose is to prevent foreign interference, then we argue the scheme is ineffective in achieving this aim and disproportionate in the means deployed, so it should fail.

Second, we bolster our assessment of the Act’s proportionality through an examination of the public register and consider specific examples of notable submissions by former Prime Ministers Kevin Rudd as well as the experiences of Tony Abbott in dealing with the scheme. Based on this evidence, we agree with the dissenting judgments that the Act is not fit for purpose. Third, we consider Steward J’s assessment that the implied freedom may not exist. We conclude that the last resort judicial protection of free speech in Australia failed in this case, because the High Court did not robustly apply the implied freedom.

1. Background

(i) Facts

The plaintiff, LibertyWorks Inc, is a private Australian think-tank that promotes individual rights and freedoms in public policy, including the promotion of freedom of speech and political communication. Since its incorporation in 2015, LibertyWorks has organised political conferences in Australia and made submissions to parliamentary inquiries on freedom of political speech. In 2018, the President of LibertyWorks entered into an agreement with the American Conservative Union (ACU) to collaborate in an ACU event to be held in Australia in 2019. The ACU was a US corporation which aimed to promote political freedom and to influence US politics and politicians with dissemination of ‘conservative/classical liberal’ ideas. The ACU agreed to provide LibertyWorks with the

---

8 LibertyWorks, 1.
9 Ibid, 2.
names of speakers and to ensure the event was a success, and the two organisations were referred to as ‘co-hosts’ in promotional material.

The President of LibertyWorks was subsequently contacted by a Deputy Secretary of the Attorney-General’s Department. The Deputy Secretary drew attention to the FITS Act and notified LibertyWorks that ACU appeared to fall within the definition of a ‘foreign political organisation’, and that the event would constitute a ‘communications activity’ under the Act. Notice was therefore given under s 45 of the FITS Act, requiring LibertyWorks to provide documents to enable the Deputy Secretary to assess whether the organisation was liable to register. LibertyWorks did not comply\(^\text{10}\) and did not register. On 20 February 2020, LibertyWorks filed an action in the High Court, arguing that the registration provisions unjustifiably burdened the implied freedom, and were invalid.\(^\text{11}\)

(ii) Legislative Scheme

The political context for enactment of the FITS Act was the growing threat of foreign interference to liberal democracies, including Australia. While Russian interference in the 2016 US election focussed global attention on the threat of foreign interference in the democratic sovereignty of nation-states, the Sam Dastyari saga (which prompted the Senator to resign) energised domestic attention on foreign interference through political donations.\(^\text{12}\) It has been similarly well established that foreign actors, including foreign intelligence services, have attempted to interfere with Australian decision makers at all levels of government and across a range of sectors, including democratic institutions, education and research, media and communications, culturally and linguistically diverse communities, and critical infrastructure.\(^\text{13}\)

Part of the response to this threat was the introduction in 2018 of a suite of interlocking and overlapping legislation, under the Counter-Foreign Interference strategy. The package of

---

\(^{10}\) Ibid, 5.

\(^{11}\) Ibid, 6.


reforms included the Foreign Influence Transparency Scheme Act 2018 (FITS), the National Security Legislation Amendment (Espionage and Foreign Interference) Act 2018, and the Electoral Legislation Amendment (Electoral Funding and Disclosure Reform) Act 2018. In 2020, the government passed a further piece of legislation, the Australia’s Foreign Relations (State and Territory Arrangements) Act 2020 to protect and manage Australia’s foreign relations more broadly, including arrangements entered into by Australian universities. This legislation is scaffolded by various governance and risk frameworks, guidelines to counter foreign interference in the Australian university sector, including strengthening cybersecurity, and the establishment of a University Foreign Interference Taskforce in 2019 (UFIT).

The FITS Act therefore intersects with other laws through ‘interlocking components’, each designed to address the risk of foreign interference. The FITS Act’s breadth is evident in its framing language. While part of a ‘Counter Foreign Interference Strategy’, the Act in fact seems to regulate ‘foreign influence’ rather than just ‘foreign interference’. This is reflected in the Act’s title and content. Foreign influence suggests a much wider net and a lower bar than foreign interference. Foreign interference is understood in the framing material as the use of ‘covert, deceptive, corrupting or threatening means to damage or destabilise the government or political processes of a country’. This is different to foreign influence, which refers to the benign activities of a foreign principal that seek to influence government and political systems: only influence which is covert, deceptive or corrupting should constitute interference.

---

14 Other parts of this package include Security Legislation Amendment (Critical Infrastructure) Bill 2020; Australia’s Foreign Relations (State and Territory Arrangements) Act 2020 and the Defence Trade Controls Act 2012. While these are all relevant to countering Foreign Interference, we will only examine the legislation that potentially impacts on speech.
15 Australia’s Foreign Relations (State and Territory Arrangements) Act 2020
17 Australia, House of Representatives, Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), 7 December 2017 at 13149.
18 The FITS Act was part of the Counter Foreign Interference Strategy which included the National Security Legislation Amendment (Espionage and Foreign Interference) Bill 2017, the Foreign Influence Transparency Scheme Bill 2017, the Electoral Legislation Amendment (Electoral Funding and Disclosure Reform) Act 2018 (Cth), and the Foreign Influence Transparency Scheme Bill 2018. See further Michael Head, ‘Australia’s anti-democratic ‘foreign interference’ Bills’ (2018) 43(3) Alternative Law Journal 160.
20 LibertyWorks, 3 [9].
The objective of the Act is stated narrowly in s 3, to ‘provide for a scheme for the registration of persons who undertake certain activities on behalf of foreign governments and other foreign principals, in order to improve the transparency of their activities on behalf of those foreign principals.’\textsuperscript{21} The Act defines ‘foreign principal’ as either a foreign government, a foreign government related entity, a foreign political organisation or foreign government related individuals.\textsuperscript{22} It requires individuals or organisations\textsuperscript{23} to register details about themselves and their foreign principal with the Secretary, if the person will communicate or distribute information or material to the Australian public or sections of it under an arrangement with, or in the service of, a foreign principal.\textsuperscript{24} The type of communication captured is political communication, the sole or substantial purpose of which is to influence government or the public at large.\textsuperscript{25} The type of communications caught under the Act is broad. Section 13 (1) defines ‘communications activity’ as circumstances where a person ‘communicates or distributes information or material to the public or a section of the public’ or ‘produces information or material for the purpose of the information or material being communicated or distributed to the public or a section of the public.’ Information can take any form, and as noted, influence is broadly conceived as to ‘affect in any way’.\textsuperscript{26}

Persons exempt from registration include those engaged in humanitarian aid or assistance, the provision of legal advice or representation, religious activities, registered charities, artistic purposes, diplomatic and consular officials, and the members of certain professions, such as tax agents, customs brokers and liquidators and receivers, and members of Parliament and government officials.\textsuperscript{27} The latter exemptions seem odd: a politician acting as an agent of foreign interference is presumably precisely the kind of foreign manipulation of democracy such a law should capture. Notably absent from the list of exemptions are academics, universities and schools, media organisations and think-tanks. Those who are registered under the Act have onerous reporting responsibilities, including the reporting of information or other communications distributed to the public in Australia on behalf of a foreign

\textsuperscript{21} FITS Act, s 3.
\textsuperscript{22} FITS Act, s 10.
\textsuperscript{23} ‘Person’ is defined broadly to include an individual, a body corporate, a body politic, any association or organisation (both incorporated and unincorporated), or any combinations of individuals. Ibid.
\textsuperscript{24} Ibid, s 18.
\textsuperscript{25} Ibid, s 12.
\textsuperscript{26} Ibid, s 10.
\textsuperscript{27} Ibid, Division 4.
principal,\textsuperscript{28} reporting material changes in circumstances,\textsuperscript{29} annually renewing registration\textsuperscript{30} and keeping records.\textsuperscript{31} There are also notification requirements to cease to be registered.\textsuperscript{32} Penalties for failing to register or acquit responsibilities under the Act include imprisonment on conviction for terms ranging for six months to five years.\textsuperscript{33}

2. LibertyWorks Inc v Commonwealth of Australia

The question before the High Court was whether the FITS Act is constitutionally invalid with respect to the registration requirements regarding communications activities; that is, whether the registration scheme unjustifiably burdens the implied freedom. To resolve this, the High Court had to apply the well-established test for determining invalidity with respect to the implied freedom. Initially articulated as a two-part test in \textit{Lange},\textsuperscript{34} the approach was revised in subsequent cases\textsuperscript{35} and now includes three limbs:\textsuperscript{36}

1. Does the law effectively burden freedom of communication about government or political matters?
2. If ‘yes’, is the purpose of the law legitimate and compatible with the maintenance of the constitutionally prescribed system of representative and responsible government?
3. If ‘yes’, is the law reasonably appropriate and adapted to advance that aim in a manner that is compatible with the maintenance of the constitutionally prescribed system of representative and responsible government?

As Morris and Stone explain, ‘[i]f the first question is answered ‘yes’ and the second or third ‘no’, the law is invalid.’\textsuperscript{37}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{28} Ibid, ss 16, 38.
\item \textsuperscript{29} Ibid, s 34.
\item \textsuperscript{30} Ibid, s 39.
\item \textsuperscript{31} Ibid, s 40.
\item \textsuperscript{32} Ibid, ss 19, 31.
\item \textsuperscript{33} Ibid, s 56.
\item \textsuperscript{34} \cite{Lange} 189 CLR 520, 567–8.
\item \textsuperscript{36} This was explained in Shireen Morris and Adrienne Stone, Abortion protests and the limits of freedom of political communication (2018 ) 40(3) Sydney Law Review 395, 397.
\item \textsuperscript{37} Ibid.
\end{itemize}
Courts approaches have evolved to protect communication necessary to facilitate free and informed federal voting choices, and to enable effective functioning of responsible government. Decisions since *Lange* have arguably sought to constrain the implied freedom, probably due to faltering judicial support – perhaps in reaction to the freedom’s judicially ‘implied’ nature. As Edelman J explained in *Banerji*:

 unlike the United States, in Australia the boundaries of freedom of speech are generally the province of parliament; the judiciary can constrain the choices of a parliament only at the outer margins for reasons of systemic protection. The freedom of political communication that is implied in the Commonwealth Constitution is highly constrained.

However, Stone has shown how the Court’s categorisation of the implied freedom as a structural limitation based on institutional justifications rather than a personal right may be conceptually overstated, because the basic reasoning underlying the freedom of political communication is consistent with some level of concern for individual autonomy. Personal autonomy is relevant to the idea of a ‘free choice’ in voting, arising from the text and structure of the Constitution, and ‘democratic government presupposes or logically implies the autonomy of citizens’. Further, the conceptual distinction is minimal in practice: whether the freedom is construed as a personal right akin to the US First Amendment or a narrower structural limitation, judges are inevitably drawn into evaluation and balancing of competing values, as evidenced by the use of proportionality analysis that is usually associated with rights guarantees.
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40 *Banerji*, [164]. See also [19]-[21], [50], [99] (Gageler J); *Wotton v Queensland* (2012) 246 CLR 1 at [80]; *Unions NSW v New South Wales* (2013) 252 CLR 530 at [35]-[36], [119]; *Brown v Tasmania* (2017) 261 CLR 328 at [90], [150], 91 ALJR 1089.

41 Ibid 391-393, 396.

In *LibertyWorks*, the Court undertook this proportionality analysis to find that the burden imposed on political communication by the registration scheme was justified by the policy objective of controlling and minimising foreign interference through increased transparency. This is a conclusion we find unpersuasive, for reasons we explain in part three.

(i) Majority Judgments

Kiefel CJ, Keane and Gleeson JJ in their joint judgment noted that the basis of the implied freedom rests on the understanding that ‘a free flow of communication is necessary to the maintenance of the system of representative government for which the Constitution provides.’ 43 They also emphasised that the freedom operates as a restriction on legislative power, not as a personal right, in line with precedent. The defendant conceded that the registration scheme imposes a burden on political communication, a concession the judges said was ‘properly made’. 44 Likewise, there was no dispute that the purpose of the FITS Act – to promote transparency in political discourse by requiring or facilitating disclosure of the relationship between a person and their foreign principal – was legitimate. 45 The judgments nonetheless discuss the question of legislative purpose, and find the intent of increasing transparency in foreign engagement to be a ‘powerful public, protective purpose’, 46 legitimate and important for safeguarding democracy. 47 (As we articulate below, this issue should have been more strongly interrogated.) The major issue in contention for the High Court, therefore, arose at the latter stages of the test as articulated in *Lange*, 48 *McCloy* 49 and *Clubb v Edwards*. 50 Proportionality analysis required the Court to assess whether the law is suitable, necessary and adequately balanced in achieving its aims, and therefore whether the law is justified.

The Justices found the law to be proportionate. Though it was accepted that the registration requirements might deter a small number of people from engaging in political

43 *LibertyWorks*, [44].
44 Ibid, [54], [68].
46 Ibid, [85].
47 Ibid, [61]-[62], at [101] Gageler J accepted this as a legitimate purpose, and Gordon J agreed at [127].
communication, they disagreed that the scheme created a ‘chilling effect’ and characterised the burden as modest. Their Honours held that the scheme was rationally connected and therefore suitable to the stated purpose of the Act. They further found that the scheme was reasonably necessary to achieve the stated purpose of promoting transparency in political discourse, because ‘[r]egistration enables both the relationship between the person and their foreign principal and a description of the political communication undertaken by the person … to be matters of public record.’ More specifically, they explained that registration requirements enable:

the commentariat to be alerted to the presence of foreign influencers in public affairs, thereby allowing public debate to be informed in a way that would not be achieved by source disclosure to the recipients of a particular communication at the time of the communication.

Citing Banerji, the Justices confirmed that ‘a law is to be regarded as adequate in its balance unless the benefit sought to be achieved by the law is manifestly outweighed by the adverse effect on the implied freedom.’ On this standard, it was held that the Act’s ‘important purpose’ was not outweighed by the modest burden it imposed on the freedom.

Edelman J came to the same conclusion as Kiefel CJ, Keane and Gleeson JJ, but adopted different reasoning. His Honour found that while the burden imposed by the registration provisions is not excessive, it is nevertheless burdensome. While it seems to only cover a narrow class of persons (those who have a connection to a foreign principal), it will in fact, cover a broader class, and within that class, the ‘burden is deep’ and ongoing, though ‘should not be over-stated’. Edelman J noted that the Act targets speakers as well as their speech, and imposes constraints prior to communication, at the time of communication and communication, they disagreed that the scheme created a ‘chilling effect’ and characterised the burden as modest. Their Honours held that the scheme was rationally connected and therefore suitable to the stated purpose of the Act. They further found that the scheme was reasonably necessary to achieve the stated purpose of promoting transparency in political discourse, because ‘[r]egistration enables both the relationship between the person and their foreign principal and a description of the political communication undertaken by the person … to be matters of public record.’ More specifically, they explained that registration requirements enable:

the commentariat to be alerted to the presence of foreign influencers in public affairs, thereby allowing public debate to be informed in a way that would not be achieved by source disclosure to the recipients of a particular communication at the time of the communication.

Citing Banerji, the Justices confirmed that ‘a law is to be regarded as adequate in its balance unless the benefit sought to be achieved by the law is manifestly outweighed by the adverse effect on the implied freedom.’ On this standard, it was held that the Act’s ‘important purpose’ was not outweighed by the modest burden it imposed on the freedom.

Edelman J came to the same conclusion as Kiefel CJ, Keane and Gleeson JJ, but adopted different reasoning. His Honour found that while the burden imposed by the registration provisions is not excessive, it is nevertheless burdensome. While it seems to only cover a narrow class of persons (those who have a connection to a foreign principal), it will in fact, cover a broader class, and within that class, the ‘burden is deep’ and ongoing, though ‘should not be over-stated’. Edelman J noted that the Act targets speakers as well as their speech, and imposes constraints prior to communication, at the time of communication and

51 LibertyWorks, [74].
52 Ibid, [68].
53 Ibid, [77].
54 Ibid, [82].
55 Ibid, [83].
56 Comcare v Banerji (2019) 267 CLR 373 at 402 [38].
57 LibertyWorks [86].
58 Ibid, [211].
59 Ibid, [195].
60 Ibid, [223].
61 Ibid, [219], [221].
after communication through the requirement of record keeping for up to ten years. Despite this, Edelman J found that the burden is justified. Using his structured proportionality approach, His Honour found the impugned provisions to satisfy the three limbs of structured proportionality: suitability; reasonable necessity; and adequacy in balance.

His Honour found the provisions to be suitable because the purpose of the communicative activity provisions is to make transparent – to government, decision-makers, and members of the public – the nature and interests of the political communication. According to Edelman J, this is not only consistent with the implied freedom but reinforces it.62 His Honour noted that the breadth of the provisions is extensive, and potentially covers both academic researchers and the communications activities of multinational companies operating in Australia.63 Academic researchers were excluded from the exemptions contained in Div 4 of Pt 2 of the Act. However, because the scope of these provisions was not at issue in this case, His Honour said it was not the Court’s role to decide whether the effect of such breadth was a reason for invalidity.64 While His Honour found the depth of the burden on the implied freedom to be significant, he noted that the registration requirements do not prohibit, but merely constrain and deter, communications.65

Edelman J also cautioned against over-stating the gap between the public and private registers, arguing that if the provisions are to serve the function of improving transparency, the public register cannot simply be an ‘information dump’.66 An administrative process is therefore necessary to filter the relevant information to enable clear and accessible information, consistent with the purpose of transparency. This filtering process will necessarily exclude various categories of information, including information that is commercially sensitive or involves matters of national security.67 It would therefore not result in a ‘large private dossier’ of personal information being held on a government register.68

62 Ibid, [208], [244].
63 Ibid, [215]-[216].
64 Ibid, [217].
65 Ibid [219], [244].
66 Ibid, [230].
67 Ibid, [230].
68 Ibid [227].
Edelman J distinguished the scheme from the US legislation, noting that the FITS Act does not engage in content-based discrimination.\(^6^9\) Rather, the scheme is ‘generally facially neutral in its application to political communication’ and the registration provisions ‘are expressed as duties that apply to all affected persons, independent of the content of the political communication.’\(^7^0\) With respect to suitability, Edelman J found there was no alternative policy that would impose less of a burden on the implied freedom while achieving the stated aim. Since the provisions do not prohibit political communication, His Honour found them adequate in their balance.\(^7^1\)

Steward J agreed with the answers and reasons given by Kiefel CJ, Keane and Gleeson JJ, but expressed slightly different views in relation to adequacy of balance.\(^7^2\) His Honour held that a law found to be suitable and necessary may nevertheless impermissibly burden the implied freedom if there is an extreme ‘overreach of means over ends’.\(^7^3\) Steward J felt the law does overreach because of the breadth of the definition of ‘arrangement’, which contrary to the Commonwealth’s submissions does not just describe the unique position of the plaintiff, but can capture many other individuals. For instance, it captured the former Prime Minister, Tony Abbot, and NSW politician Mark Latham, both of whom were to be speakers at the LibertyWorks event.\(^7^4\) It could also capture any other person who might organise a conference with foreign principal, a collaboration between a local and overseas academic in relation to any political communication, or international law and accounting firms who might lobby government. In these examples, the individual ‘may not in any way be acting as an intermediary for a foreign principal’ but may nevertheless be required to register.\(^7^5\) In light of the legislation’s breadth, which requires those engaged in innocent foreign influence to register, Steward J made the following noteworthy observations:

It follows that it is arguable that the extension of the FITS Act to those with nothing relevantly to disclose, to those who have nothing relevantly to hide, and to those who

\(^6^9\) Justice Gageler held in *Brown* that such discriminatory laws warrant closer scrutiny because of the risk ‘political communications unhelpful or inconvenient or uninteresting to a current majority might be unduly impeded.’ *Brown* (2017) 349 ALR 398, 443 [202], 446 [220], [223].

\(^7^0\) *LibertyWorks*, [236].

\(^7^1\) Ibid, [244].

\(^7^2\) Ibid, [247].

\(^7^3\) Ibid, [292].

\(^7^4\) Paul Karp, ‘Tony Abbott was asked to register as agent of foreign influence after migration speech in Hungary’, *The Guardian*, 20 February 2020.

\(^7^5\) *LibertyWorks*, [295].
act only for themselves, but who, in each case, are nonetheless associated with a foreign principal by participation in an arrangement, is a manifestly disproportionate legislative solution to the aim of minimising undisclosed foreign political influence. The disproportion may be said to be manifest because it treats the innocent as if they are guilty of being undisclosed intermediaries for a foreign principal. That conclusion may well be strengthened when one considers the obligations imposed, on pain of potential imprisonment, on registrants, potential registrants and those who undertake registrable communications activities. The disproportion here is arguably so stark that it overcomes any necessary judicial deference concerning matters of national security.76

After making these pointed remarks about the Act’s overreach, however, Steward J backtracked and narrowed his conclusion. His Honour said he could express ‘no final view’ on the matter because the plaintiff did contend for invalidity on this basis77 – an apparent criticism of the way the case was argued before the Court. Because LibertyWorks had limited its attack to item 3 of the table in s 21(1) of the FITS Act, it was not open to the Court to make a finding in relation to whether other sections, such as s 11(1)(a)(i), burden the implied freedom.

(ii) Dissenting Judgments

Gageler and Gordon JJ dissented, finding that the registration requirements impermissibly burden the implied freedom and that the two tiers of registration meant that the legislation failed to achieve its stated purpose of achieving transparency.

Gageler J observed that the registration requirements operate as a precondition to engaging in political communication. This was seen as incompatible with the implied freedom because it burdens the registrant much more than is necessary to achieve the legislative intent.78 The registration system restricts communication at the outset by forcing the relevant entity or person to register, under pain of criminal sanction, before political communications can occur. Gageler J is correct that any system of prior constraint is more prohibitive than a

76 Ibid, [296].
77 Ibid, [297].
78 LibertyWorks, [92].
system of subsequent punishment, because it shuts off communication before it has occurred.  

This may not so much ‘chill’ speech as freeze some speech altogether. For Gageler J, the registration requirements were therefore not ‘reasonably appropriate and adapted’ to advance the Act’s purpose in a way that is consistent with the maintenance of the constitutionally prescribed system of government. To be compatible with the implied freedom, His Honour explained, the prior restraint must withstand ‘close scrutiny’ consistent with a search for a ‘compelling justification.’ This means it must meet two conditions. First, it must be compatible with a system of representative government. Second, the constraint must be narrowly tailored to achieve that objective in a manner that minimally impairs the implied freedom. While the FITS Act meets the first of these conditions, it does not meet the second. It meets the first condition because its primary aim is to improve transparency by requiring registration on a publicly accessible register. However, its broadness means that it is not narrowly tailored to achieve its objective. It is not proportionate.

Gordon J similarly found that because the impugned provisions regulate political communication, they require a compelling justification, confirming that the proportionality test consisted of three questions: (1) Do the impugned provisions effectively burden the freedom of political communication? (2) Is the purpose of the FITS Act legitimate, in the sense that it is consistent with the maintenance of a constitutionally prescribed system of government? (3) Are the provisions reasonably adapted and appropriate?

In relation the first question, Gordon J found the impugned provisions impose a substantial burden on the implied freedom. Her Honour draws attention to the breadth of ‘communications activity’ noting that a federal government decision includes a ‘decision of any kind in relation to any matter, including administrative, legislative and policy matters’; that information or material includes ‘information or material in any form, including oral, visual, graphic, written, electronic, digital and pictorial forms’, and would include (among other things) verbal or silent protests, media campaigns and academic work. These provisions regulate political communications of ‘the broadest kind’. Nor are these provisions limited to circumstances where a person is acting in the service of or at the request of a foreign
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79 Ibid, [95].
80 Ibid.
81 Ibid [134].
82 Ibid, [146].
government or a foreign government entity: they apply to any person who has an arrangement with a foreign organisation whose purpose is to pursue political objectives, irrespective of whether their views align with those of the foreign principal.\textsuperscript{83}

The burden on the implied freedom does not end there. Gordon J argues that the FITS Act imposes ‘burden upon burden’.\textsuperscript{84} The cumulative burdens include the registration requirements, obligations to provide information and documents to the Secretary, obligations to maintain documents, criminal consequences of failing to do so, the effect of the non-public register, and the possibility that obtained information could be shared with law enforcement agencies. We agree with Gordon J that these layers of regulation create a significant deterrent to individuals who ‘would otherwise engage in legitimate and lawful political communication’. Echoing Gageler J’s concerns, Gordon J notes this ‘is not just a burden on political communication, but a burden imposed before a person communicates.’\textsuperscript{85}

Further, the fact that the FITS Act gives the Secretary wide discretion to collect information from the registrants and share it with other agencies creates a fundamental problem with the scheme: not that it simply confers wide discretionary powers, but that this kind of discretion exists at all.\textsuperscript{86} For Gordon J, the secret register poses a particular problem:

Put bluntly, the scheme of registration established by the FITS Act is not fit for purpose. A scheme of registration narrowly tailored to improve transparency of political communication undertaken on behalf of foreign principles with the public or sections of the public in a manner that minimally impaired freedom of political communication would have no place for a secret register at all … there would be no occasion for the discretionary collection and discretionary dissemination of information for other governmental purposes.\textsuperscript{87}

This renders the provisions of the FITS Act ‘unsuitable’ because there is no rational connection between the aim of improving transparency and the existence of a secret register that can be shared with the relevant Commonwealth enforcement bodies. Nor is the scheme
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‘necessary’ because the alternative means of achieving the objective of improving transparency is not to have a two-tiered scheme of registration. Because the two-tier system of registration – one publicly accessible, the other private – does not improve transparency, it cannot be justified. This not only deters communication, but ‘does nothing to minimise the risk of an undisclosed influence. It does the opposite. A non-public register is in darkness, not sunlight.’

Her Honour therefore found that the impugned provisions go beyond the purpose of the Act. The purpose of the Act is to increase transparency, and a non-public register does not serve this purpose. As such, the provisions over-reach any legitimate purpose, and are not necessary. We agree with this conclusion and elaborate below.

3. Critiques and Observations

(i) Foreign Influence v Foreign Interference: Grappling with Legislative Purpose

A key weakness pervading all the judgments is the failure to fulsomely grapple with the mismatch between the politically stated purpose of the FITS as preventing foreign interference, and the execution, effect – and perhaps even the intent – of the legislation itself which in our view regulates and discourages foreign influence. That the High Court let this mismatch go largely unnoticed and unanalysed – and at times employs unclear and confusing language in construction of purpose – may be a result of the fact that the parties did not dispute the legitimacy of legislative purpose. As Gordon J noted, ‘[n]o other or wider purpose was said to be pursued’, which may be a weakness in how the case was argued. However, the Justices provide views on legislative purpose and agreed it was legitimate and compatible with Australian constitutional democracy. Yet fundamental complexities with respect to legislative purpose were not explored.

A proper understanding of legislative purpose is crucial to the implied freedom test. As Gordon J made clear, ascertaining legislative purpose to apply the implied freedom should utilise ordinary methods of statutory interpretation, having regard to ‘the text, the context and, if relevant, the history of the law’. The identified purpose should speak to ‘"not what
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the law does in its terms but what the law is designed to achieve in fact".  

Further, “[i]t should be identified at a higher level of generality than the meaning of the words of the provisions, focussing instead on the "mischief" to which the provisions are directed’. The text of the Act is therefore the starting point.

As noted, s 3 states the object of the Act is to provide for a scheme of registration to improve the transparency of activities undertaken on behalf of foreign principals. Apart from the helpful reference to ‘transparency’, however, this provision does not get to the heart of the ‘mischief’ the legislation intends to address. As Edelman J notes, ‘the objects of the Act cannot be conclusive of the purpose, nor are they necessarily at the appropriate level of generality’. The provision’s narrow articulation creates a sense of circularity: the legislatively stated purpose of the transparency-creating scheme of registration is to set up a transparency-creating scheme of registration. But what actual problem does the scheme seek to address? To use Gordon J’s language, what is the law designed to achieve in fact? There are other clues in the text. The title refers to transparency in relation to ‘foreign influence’ and substantive provisions regulate foreign influence, which is defined broadly in s 10 as to ‘affect in any way’. Section 21 provides that registrable activities of foreign influence include political lobbying and other ‘communications activities’. Notably, there is no reference in the Act to ‘foreign interference’, which is accordingly not defined.

Construction of the text, therefore, suggests the legislative purpose of the Act is to establish a registration scheme to mandate greater transparency through regulation of foreign influence activities – presumably (we must extrapolate by reference to the extrinsic materials, discussed further below) to weed out or deter covert and corrupt foreign interference. The joint judgment seems to agree, but its reasoning is imprecise. Rather than starting with the text, the majority appears mainly guided by the extrinsic materials, including the Second Reading Speech and explanatory documents. Indeed, the text of the Act is sometimes avoided. For example, the Justices muddy the issue when, referring not to the FITS Act but to the National
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Security Legislation Amendment (Espionage and Foreign Interference) Act 2018, they observe that ‘the name of the latter Act implies it is addressed to the risk of foreign interference.’ Yet they do not point out the obvious corresponding observation: that the name of the FITS Act – the Act under contention in this case – demonstrates it is addressed at preventing benign foreign influence.

To add to the ambiguity, the joint judgment understands the Act’s purpose as to improve transparency in foreign influence activities, because ‘improper influence is most likely to succeed and amount to an interference in those (political) processes if its source remains undisclosed’ – indicating covert foreign interference is the true mischief being addressed. Yet confusingly, the joint reasons also state the scheme will facilitate ‘exposure of foreign influence, as a means of preventing or minimising the risk that … foreign principals will exert influence on the integrity of Australia's political or electoral processes, as has occurred elsewhere.’ On face value, this asserts that the purpose of the registration scheme in creating transparency in foreign influence activities could be to prevent foreign influence – not foreign interference. Yet influence can be positive: it might even increase the integrity of Australia’s democracy. Consider a foreign think tank engaging with Australians to relay advice on how Australia might guard against democratic decline. That would be a productive foreign influence on the integrity of Australian democracy – why would we want to prevent or deter it?

Yet preventing foreign influence may be a plausible interpretation of the purpose of the Act, based on its text and operation (see part 3.2 discussion of the register). This is arguably not a legitimate purpose compatible with Australia’s representative government. If the reasoning intended to state this purpose, then it has failed to grapple properly with the fact that this contradicts the politically stated policy intent (which is relevant because it forms part of the legislative context which should inform purpose, discussed more below) as well as Australian democratic and constitutional values. How can a multicultural, globalised democracy like Australia – indeed, a nation with a continuing constitutional relationship and engagement with a foreign power in the UK – legitimately intend to prevent and discourage benign and productive foreign influence? Yet this is arguably what the Act does.
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Turning now to extrinsic context, in his Second Reading Speech with respect to a related Act in the same package of reforms, former Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull drew out the distinction between foreign interference and benign foreign influence to argue that foreign ‘interference is unacceptable from any country’ and that Australia would therefore ‘not tolerate foreign influence activities that are in any way covert, coercive or corrupt. That is the line that separates legitimate influence from unacceptable interference.’ Turnbull therefore clarified that the package of reforms being proposed was ‘not concerned with ‘soft power’,’ which is ‘an attractive force’ because ‘[i]f another nation has cultural or economic gravitational pull then it suggests they are doing something right and we would all benefit from being involved.’ In other words, influence arising from persuasive argument, lobbying and debate in the free marketplace of ideas should not be restricted, even if it flows across international borders – which, in an age of globalisation and digital connectivity, is inevitable. The government’s factsheet makes this same delineation, explaining that ‘foreign influence is not a bad thing’ and that governments and a broad range of other actors engage in this influence all the time:

This type of ‘foreign influence’, when conducted in an open, lawful and transparent manner, contributes to our vibrant and robust democracy by ensuring that decision makers and the public are exposed to diverse opinions and voices from all sectors of society.

Foreign interference, however, was described as going ‘beyond the routine diplomatic influence that is commonly practised by governments’ to include ‘covert, deceptive and coercive activities’ by foreign nationals to ‘advance their interests or objectives’. Yet after making this careful distinction, the government enacted the Foreign Influence Transparency Scheme Act, which indeed regulates the ‘soft’ and ‘attractive force’ of ‘foreign influence’. The practical result is that softer forms of foreign influence are registrable and failure to comply is a criminal offence. As Steward J correctly notes, the Act targets people who are
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not guilty of ‘undisclosed foreign influence’ (foreign interference). It treats people engaged in positive and productive international engagement as if they are up to no good. So much for foreign influence being positive.

There is repeated imprecision in the judgments with respect to the distinction between foreign influence and interference. While the majority apparently agree that only foreign interference is a mischief, they also reference problematic global trends in ‘foreign influence’, which contradicts the former Prime Minister’s directive and the Explanatory Memorandum’s advice that such influence is productive. The majority further state that ‘[t]he mischief identified in the Second Reading Speech to which the FITS Act is directed is the risk that foreign states and individuals may seek to influence Australia's political processes and public debates.’ But this is a sloppy interpretation of the speech which, as noted, identifies the mischief as illegitimate foreign interference not legitimate foreign influence. The Justices repeatedly refer to foreign influence as if it is automatically nefarious. This conceptual fudging may help explain the Justices’ failure to question why the FITS in fact regulates foreign influence in contradiction to the politically stated policy intent and Australian democratic and constitutional values. It suggests confusion susceptible to xenophobic interpretations, or carelessness arising from automatic deference to Parliament on national security issues.

If this was a slip up and the High Court meant that regulating foreign influence would deter covert and corrupt foreign interference (which seems more likely), then at the very least this indicates conceptual confusion and lack of precise attention to this crucial issue.

We think there are two possible interpretations that could be made of this conceptual confusion. The first is that perhaps the High Court has inadvertently identified the true purpose of the Act which is to regulate foreign influence. If so, we contend that the purpose of increasing transparency to prevent mere foreign influence – which is no threat to national security – is not legitimate or compatible with Australian constitutional democracy. After all,
the Constitution and convention require domestic representatives of the British King\textsuperscript{109} to engage with and advise domestic government ministers, providing a legitimate foreign influence and engagement on Australian democratic processes. This demonstrates that our system of representative government condones and indeed incorporates foreign influence, which is by no means automatically untoward. While that specific foreign engagement is obviously exempt from registration under the Act,\textsuperscript{110} the point about legitimacy and overall constitutional compatibility of such a legislative purpose remains. The legislative context, explanatory materials, the Constitution and longstanding convention all demonstrate that benign foreign influence is part and parcel of Australian democracy. If the purpose of the Act is to prevent mere foreign influence, this is an illegitimate purpose incompatible with our representative government and the scheme should fail.

The second and more charitable interpretation is that, notwithstanding imprecise language, the Justices were intending to argue that the FITS promotes sunlight or transparency by regulating foreign influence, with the aim of rooting out and thus minimising the risk of foreign interference (foreign influence that is undisclosed or corrupt). As Edelman J describes, the scheme:

\begin{quote}
acts as a prophylactic to any sinister foreign influence on Australian political processes in circumstances of a growing global trend of foreign influence operations occurring at what the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation described as "an unprecedented scale."\textsuperscript{111}
\end{quote}

Though Edelman J is also imprecise in his use of ‘influence’ rather than ‘interference’ in this passage, His Honour’s incorporation of ‘sinister’ conveys the intended meaning. Prevention of sinister foreign interference seems a legitimate legislative purpose, in line with the politically stated policy intent, particularly given judicial deference to policy discretion in matters of national security.\textsuperscript{112} However, this purpose is not served by the legislative execution. We believe the scheme is ineffective in achieving this purpose and
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disproportionate in the means employed. If the true purpose is prevention of covert and corrupt foreign interference, the scheme should fail proportionality analysis for reasons explained below.

(ii) Two-tier Registration: Investigating the Public Register

The majority judgments do not properly address the legislative breadth of the legislation and the wide range of actors to which the obligations to register relate, which imposes a broad and arguably unbalanced burden on free debate. Steward J noted that ‘[n]o list of currently registered individuals or entities was before the Court’. To help fill this gap in analysis, we have undertaken a review of the publicly accessible register, which demonstrates the wide range of actors captured by the legislation and the kinds of communicative activity in which they are engaged. There are currently 76 entries under the category of ‘communications activity.’ The other categories are: parliamentary lobbying, general political lobbying, disbursement activity, and ‘other activity.’ We focus on the categories of communications activity and ‘other activity’ in this paper, as they both relate to our concerns in relation to the implied freedom.

The legislation captures a wide range of organisations and institutions, including companies such as South32 Limited, API Management Pty Ltd., Domestic Consulting and Woodside Petroleum, media organisations such as SEC Newsgate Pty Limited and Global CAMG Media Group, organisations such as Change.org Australia, the Australian Institute of International Affairs, Australian Strategic Policy Institute, Institute for Regional Security, Griffith Asia Institute, and the Perth USAsia Centre. It also captures various individuals, including prominent individuals like former Prime Minister Kevin Rudd. The kind of communications activity captured is equally broad. In the case of many of the companies, they have registered because of communications activity, broadly defined, that relates to joint ventures with foreign companies. For example, API Management describes its communications activities in these terms:
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API Management Pty Ltd is the manager of the joint venture known as the Australian Premium Iron Ore Joint Venture under which the West Pilbara Iron Ore Project in Western Australia is held. As manager, API may engage in communications activities, on behalf of the joint venture, including in connection with applications for licenses, approvals and other authorisations under federal law relevant to the Project.116

Change.org, which hosts petitions on its website that are initiated by members of the public, has registered its activity because it is an indirect subsidiary of the same organisation in the United States.117 The Australian Institute of Public Affairs has registered because it was contacted by the Chinese Embassy to host a discussion with three Chinese scholars about the Belt and Road initiative.118 The Australian Strategic Policy Institute registered because it had received funding for a research project from the Embassy of Japan and grant funding from NATO Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence for an independent research project in popular social media platforms.119 The Australian Academy of Science has registered because:

The Academy engages with Chinese audiences by operating an official account on social media platform Weibo. English content is translated into Chinese by a certified-NAATI translator before being reviewed by a panel of respected Chinese-speaking Australian academics. The content is impartial and aims to promote the advances of Australian science.120

Individuals have even registered for email communications with foreign political organisations, media and academic engagements, solitary protest activity and leaflet distribution. Kevin Rudd, for example, has registered for invited interviews about international relations hosted by public universities in the US, webinars with the former


Prime Minister of New Zealand, Helen Clarke, among many other speaking engagements, with a total of 53 registrations.\footnote{Australian Government, Attorney-General’s Department, Transparency Register: \url{https://transparency.ag.gov.au/Activities}.}

As is evident from this review of the public register, the reach of the Act is excessively broad, capturing many activities and individuals for engaging in routine communications activities that are part of living in a democratic and globalised society, and for conducting independent peer-reviewed research. This is an unjustified burden on the implied freedom because most of these entries do not appear to be engaging in untoward foreign interference – and if they were this would not be evident from the information presented on the register, which undermines the policy purpose of preventing foreign interference. An assessment of the public register supports the conclusion that the requirements are not ‘reasonably appropriate and adapted to advance that purpose’ in a way that is consistent with the maintenance of the constitutionally prescribed system of government.

Indeed, it is not clear what is achieved by requiring these organisations and individuals to register: we are none the wiser about the nature of the international interactions or their relevance to the threat of foreign interference. Rather, the scheme imposes a heavy burden on international collaboration and free communication, including on organisations such as think-tanks and universities that typically have vast and international research networks are now under an onerous requirement to register them all. As noted, this does not achieve the stated purpose of facilitating transparency, because the register does not inform the reader about untoward activities. If the registration requirements alone are deterring corrupt foreign interference (which seems unlikely) this is unprovable. The net result is that citizens are paying for this scheme with a heavy regulation of free speech and international engagement, with no visible payoff.

One counterargument is that the reporting requirements are not overly onerous, because all that is required is the submission of the relevant information. Admittedly, for larger organisations and wealthier individuals the complex reporting requirements may not be an issue. However, for individuals without the resources to secure expensive legal advice to elucidate their obligations under the Act, it may cause them to err on the side of caution and
not engage in the communications activity at all. The administrative burden is onerous. We are even aware of universities that have had to create new teams of experts dedicated to determining whether academics are required to register under the scheme for their international research activities.122 When the authors have sought advice from these teams as to our own liabilities under the Act, answers are never easy to ascertain.

The confusing and combative nature of registration requirements is demonstrated by the various lawyer-drafted submissions to the register, and in the fact that even former prime ministers like Tony Abbott and Kevin Rudd have needed expert support to understand their obligations under the scheme. Rudd’s multiple submissions to the register show how much work this creates for lawyers – which may be lucrative for the lawyers involved, but unfair on ordinary citizens trying to participate in democratic engagement while negotiating this law. Rudd’s multiple entries duplicate the same lawyerly words, demonstrating ongoing legal disagreement with the Department about the registration obligations:

I refer to Acting Secretary Anderson’s letter of 12 January 2021. In it, Mr Anderson expressed a much narrower interpretation of my obligations under this scheme’s special requirements for former cabinet ministers than was expressed by his predecessor, Mr Moraitis, less than two months earlier on 25 November 2020. My lawyer first contacted the Department in September 2019 to clarify my obligations. He did so at my initiative, despite his advice that I had nothing to register. I am not an agent of foreign influence and any such suggestion is forcefully rejected. I engage internationally as an individual, a scholar, a commentator, a former leader and in my roles with non-government and UN-affiliated institutions – never as an agent on behalf of any foreign government…123

Rudd’s emphatic denial that he is an ‘agent of foreign influence’ perpetuates misunderstanding about what foreign influence is: according to Prime Minister Turnbull who oversaw the enactment of this legislation, foreign influence is positive, but in regulating and
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potentially criminalising benign foreign influence (if registration requirement are not fulfilled), this scheme has perpetuated the misconception that foreign influence is automatically nefarious.

In his international engagement, Rudd is presumably undertaking in legitimate foreign influence but not corrupt foreign interference. Nonetheless, the scheme creates scope for Rudd to argue about whether the Act requires him to register ‘discussions of current issues … with international public broadcasters, such as the BBC or Radio New Zealand’, leading him to question whether ‘[t]his defies the Attorney-General’s public statement that this law would be interpreted with “common sense”’. Rudd contends:

> It is ridiculous to imagine that being interviewed by the BBC could make someone an agent of UK Government influence, especially if they use that platform to criticise the UK Government, as I often do. Given such interviews are already publicly transparent when they are broadcast or published, disclosing them here seems redundant,… the Department’s sweeping interpretation will result in the waste of both officials’ time and taxpayer funds. Australia must have dozens, if not hundreds, of living former cabinet ministers, all of whom must now be chased by the Department to register engagements that, by their nature, are already on the public record…\(^\text{124}\)

These submissions demonstrate the incomprehensible, changing, disputed and indeed ‘ridiculous’ interpretations arising from the legislated registration requirements. Strangely, Rudd’s submissions also note that he ‘wholly supports’ this legislation which he thinks has ‘potential to help safeguard Australia’s core interests by highlighting potential agents of foreign influence.’ We disagree: if the registration requirements cannot be easily apprehended even by former prime ministers without expert assistance and extensive disagreement with the department, the scheme is unfit for purpose.

The political furore over whether Tony Abbott needed to register\(^\text{125}\) further demonstrates the point: the Act is easily and regularly misunderstood, including by members of the elected


\(^{125}\)Paul Karp, ‘Tony Abbott was asked to register as agent of foreign influence after migration speech in Hungary’, The Guardian, 20 February 2020.
government that created the legislation. Under freedom of information laws relating to why Abbott was asked to register under the Act, it was revealed that a public servant had advised Abbott that it was ‘reasonable’ to hold off on registering until the question of his actual liability to register had been resolved. On later finding out that he did need to register, Abbott labelled the decision ‘absurd’, angering the then Attorney-General, Chris Porter. If the bureaucrats administering the Act cannot give quick advice as to whether someone is liable to register, this is indeed absurd. It is a breach of a fundamental tenet of the rule of law: the requirement that the law be comprehensible and accessible, so rules can be followed. In our view, the registration requirements are extremely difficult to understand and follow without legal advice. An ordinary person would not bother dealing with the bureaucracy and red tape. The scheme therefore chills free speech.

The registration requirements can also be used for political ends. Rudd weaponises the legislation in his longstanding crusade against NewsCorp, demonstrating the propensity of the registration scheme to be wielded against ideological opponents, by burdening them with inconvenient and expensive paperwork. Legal advice obtained by Rudd from Brett Walker SC advises that NewCorp may be liable to register under the scheme:

If News Corp therefore communicates or distributes information on behalf of a foreign principal to the public through its media outlets or platforms, the identity of the foreign principal must be apparent or disclosed in the communication to ensure that it is not ‘communications activity’ which is required to be registered under section 22 of the Act. Relevantly, if News Corp through its journalists were to make an arrangement with a foreign principal to communicate information to the public, for the purpose of political or governmental influence, the activity would be registrable unless the identity of the foreign principal is apparent in the information published.

Walker further notes that ‘the registration and disclosure of communications activity undertaken on behalf of a foreign principal, required by the Act for the purpose of
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transparency or 'sunlight', would appear to override the protection provided to confidential sources.'

Walker’s advice confirms the chilling effect of the registration scheme, including on journalism that is essential for free and informed voting choices: the poorly drafted Act fails to protect journalists’ confidential sources. When viewed alongside other recent attempted incursions into free speech via legislation and government action, including press raids which saw Australia’s Freedom House score for press freedom decline, this scheme adds to concerns that Australian journalistic freedom and free speech is diminishing.

(iii) Eroding the implied freedom of political communication

Perhaps the most striking aspect of the LibertyWorks judgments is Steward J’s declaration that the implied freedom may not exist. His Honour’s comments appear to invite a future constitutional challenge and are worth recounting in full:

Thirdly, for my part, and with the greatest of respect, it is arguable that the implied freedom does not exist. It may not be sufficiently supported by the text, structure and context of the Constitution and, because of the continued division within this Court about the application of the doctrine of structured proportionality, it is still not yet settled law. The division within the Court over so important an issue may justify a reconsideration of the implication itself. In that respect, it is one thing to proclaim the necessity of a freedom of political discourse given the type of representative and responsible government created by the Constitution; it is another thing entirely to make an implication about when and how that freedom may be legitimately limited. The continued division in this Court about how that latter task is to be undertaken is telling. It may suggest that the implied freedom cannot be adequately defined. However, no party submitted that the implied freedom did not exist. In such
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circumstances, it is my current duty to continue to apply it faithfully. Any consideration of the existence of the implied freedom should, if necessary, be a matter for full argument on another occasion.\textsuperscript{133}

While the implied freedom has been interpreted in different ways over time depending on the composition of the High Court and changing judicial approaches,\textsuperscript{134} its existence was never in doubt, including in more recent judgments. For example, the implied freedom was recently affirmed in \textit{Brown}, where the High Court found that aspects of \textit{Workplaces (Protection from Protestors) Act} 2014 unduly burdened the implied freedom because it prevented political protest, which is a form of political communication.\textsuperscript{135} While the Court upheld the \textit{Australian Public Service Act} in \textit{Banerji}, the existence of the implied freedom was confirmed. This changed with Steward J’s suggestion that the Court’s ongoing division on the issue means the implied freedom cannot be adequately defined. His Honour further argued that the implied freedom may never have been justified, citing Dawson J’s rejection of the freedom in \textit{Theophanous}.\textsuperscript{136} The contention is that, while it may be legitimate for the Court to protect the means by which representatives are ‘directly chosen’ by the people for the purposes of ss 7 and 24 of the Constitution, for example by declaring invalid legislation denying electors access to information necessary for them to exercise ‘true choice’ in an election,\textsuperscript{137} it is a stretch to say this creates an implied freedom in relation to political communication. However, because the parties did not submit that the implied freedom did not exist, the freedom’s non-existence was not a question to be determined in this case. Nevertheless, Steward J’s judgment seems to invite a future challenge. While His Honour’s provocation is constitutionally conservative in its aversion to judicial creativity and overreach, it is also paradoxically activist in its advocacy and encouragement of litigation to overturn decades of established precedent.

If, for Steward J, overturning a law that impedes a ‘true choice’ in elections is potentially legitimate under the Constitution, whereas creating an implied freedom of political
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communication is not, perhaps His Honour’s argument is more about appropriate legal labels than the substance of the law. After all, the purpose of the implied freedom as currently conceived is to ensure that electors have the necessary information to make informed voting choices, as required by the Constitution. The ‘implied freedom of political communication’ is the label given to judicial examination of where the boundaries of legislative power lie with respect to the free voting choices of citizens. This question hinges on the correct meaning of the word ‘choice’. Like it or not, the Constitution does protect the idea of a ‘choice’ in federal electoral voting. The duty of High Court judges to discern what this means in practice with respect to Parliament’s legislative power unavoidably entails uncertainty that must be ordered, as much as possible, by an appropriate legal test. If Steward J disagrees with the present test or tests, His Honour should articulate a better mechanism – including a more appropriate label for this mechanism – for determining the constitutional meaning of an electoral choice under ss 7, 24 and 128 of the Constitution. Without this, Steward J’s judgment raises more questions than it answers.

Conclusion

Steward J may be partially right, but not for the reasons His Honour elucidates: the implied freedom in practice did not exist for these plaintiffs, because – in this case at least – it was not robustly applied by the High Court. Free speech in Australia is at risk of being surreptitiously smothered by layer upon layer of dense and incomprehensible legislation. This creeping legislative incursion into free speech is going largely unscrutinised and unchallenged in the political realm. The High Court’s adjudication of the implied freedom is the citizenry’s last defence against state incursions into free speech. For the plaintiffs in LibertyWorks, this last defence turned out to be largely illusory.